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to help return to a more
peaceful, productive life
A Blog CompliationThinking Your Way To HappyThinking Your Way To Happy!!

Hello, it's Barbara Aliaga.  I come from the baby boomer generation and
grew up in a world where everything was de nite.  If you followed the
guidelines, the rules, you would do just ne.  It was a comfortable
generation.  But by high school, most of us did not feel that ne.  We did
not know what the priest meant when he said, "Girls of this country,
whatever you do, do not do it!"  Afterwards we all asked each other "Do
what?!"  We were innocent.  Yet we did not really believe that the
guidelines were correct.  The Vietnam war where we heard about our
neighbors dying in battle, had a large impact on our attitude change.  None
of this made sense.  How could we have a comfortable life and send
young boys to war to die.  Was that was he meant, "Do Not Do It!"  It didn't
make us feel good.

It was also a time when my class formed an honor guard for President
John Kennedy.  We were on a small back road that led to the Greek
Theater in Berkeley.  I don't know what happened to me, but when I saw
him drive up in this black convertible, I was shocked to see that the person
I saw on TV was REAL.  I broke line and jumped on his car to shake his
hand.  I can still see his face of surprise. and how handsome he was.  I did
not linger, I just shook his hand and jumped back o  the car.  What I didn't
know is once I broke line, everyone else did. The next day, the Berkeley
Gazette had an article about how young people had started a near riot.  
That, we never intended.  We were just from a girls school and wanted to
say hello!  We decided we never should wash our hands again.

Not long after, we all heard the shocking news that our President had
been killed.  How could this happen? We all asked over and over.  Life had
de nitely changed. The most confusing stories for me were the ones that
people with di erent skin tones were treated di erently. It made no sense
then and it still does not make any sense. Many young people, including
me, walked in marches to get their points-of-view across. It never seemed
to make a difference.
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These were especially important gures to me at that time: Martin Luther
King, (I did not meet), Cesar Chavez (I did meet him, when he was looking
for support for migrant workers; the Beatles with their whimsy,

I went into the convent in the sixties.  I was 17.  I stayed there for 5 and a
half years and taught elementary school. As innocent as I was raised, it
was probably a good place to hide out while there was an explosion of
new ideas and life expression.

You see, I grew up in a quiet little town called Berkeley, California.  It was a
university town full of professors and professional people.  Everything in
my world was lovely.   Luckily for all of us, young people stood up and said
they saw things di erently.  They wanted to make the world better.  Some
might have gone overboard, some might have done too little.  But change
was surely happening in every family, in the workforce and definitely in the
lives of those who survived Vietnam.  It was a time of change.

It is funny when you are in the middle of change, you don't really see the
big picture.  You tumble around and see glimpses.  You meet up with like-
minded people and argue with those who don't think like you.  It was a
confusing yet fun-loving time of my life.

Now that I am in my seventies, I have time to be alone more.  I am
reminded of many memories.  it is funny.  The memories I have now are all
happy ones.  I do not seem to be able to remember any bad times or
unhappy times  I have left those behind and they have quietly gone away.
The unhappy ideas I had do not have to be held by me any longer.

It is a relief to leave those con icts behind.  So much of my time was spent
complaining about a parent or a person at work.  It was a waste of time.  I
am convinced that negative thinking is a black hole of nothingness.  It
disappears if left alone.
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So now I am committed to waking up every morning and filling my day with
great sparklers of joyful memories.  I choose playing with family over
worrying about how I will be taken care of in future years.  I choose to stay
in bed if I want to.  I choose to be as happy as I was in those early days of
my life.  I am much wiser now.  I understand there are people who are not
connected to their positive lives and do things they would not do if they
were connected.  But I choose to look with compassion on those who are
lost in the negative way of thinking.  I do not wish to change them because
I know they have the power to change themselves.  Thoughts are a
choice. We are not helpless.  We are free beings and our job here on earth
is to enjoy as many moments as we can.

This eBook is a compilation of the blogs I have o ered over the past years.
 I hope you will keep it close at hand when you recognize that you are
feeling sad or unhappy.  My advise to you is to change your attitude and
you will change your life!

Thank you for purchasing this book.
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I like to be happy.  I like the feeling of well-being.  I love to wake up in the
morning with thoughts of quiet enthusiasm.  I love to be happy.

But setting out to achieve happiness creates the opposite e ect!  Really. 
It is impossible to experience happiness by pursuing happiness.  It can’t be
done.  The more happiness is pursued, the more it becomes elusive. 
Happiness cannot be objectified.

Thinking Your Way To HappyThinking Your Way To Happy
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Think of happiness as your heartbeat.  You probably have nothing to do
with the beating of your heart right now, yet you are experiencing the ne
e ects of its presence.  Think of happiness as your lungs, breathing air in
and out.  You probably have not even thought about the fact that as you
read these words, you have been breathing in and out and sending what
we call oxygen to all parts of your body.  You may try to keep outside
in uences away from preventing a good heartbeat and air supply, but,
when you think about it, you are the heart and the lungs.  You do not need
to pursue the heartbeat or the breathing.  You came this way.
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Choosing Cooperation Over ConflictChoosing Cooperation Over Conflict

The response within any given situation, a ectsThe response within any given situation, a ects
the direction a situation will take.the direction a situation will take.
Every day we are challenged by the ebb and ow of events on so many
levels.  We may or may not be aware of the numerous situations that are
occurring within the doors of our existence.
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The car in front of you stalls at a tra c light,  a room mate leaves dirty
dishes on the table, one friend is grumpy and a bit obnoxious, one
neighbor has recently loss a loved one and you don’t know exactly how to
support her, one sister is celebrating a birthday and you don’t know what
to give her, one co-worker just found out he has cancer, one child is
whining over the breakfast that was given them, and this is just the story
of people you know.   All of us come to the day with situational stories
each and every day.

When you are not aware of the situations that are forming all round you
and your friends and family, things can get pretty overwhelming.  The
more you focus on the irritating situation, the worse it gets.  Has it ever
occurred to you participate in the development of situations?  Are you
willing to pause and be present to what is happening in the moment
before things get too irritating?    There are ways to build better outcomes,
more pleasing situations from what is currently happening.

Be present. Avoid conflict. Rethink what you may have heard.Be present. Avoid conflict. Rethink what you may have heard.

Once you recognize a challenging situation, you can also realize that it has
already occurred, a done deal. It may have taken you by surprise and
surprise usually comes with a bit of apprehension. But no matter. The
event has taken place and now is in the past, so simply reacting to it
probably will create a defensive situation.  And, what are you defending?
 Something that happened in the past, not now.  You are ghting the past
and not present to what is going on now.
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What happens when a child is upset?  You usually experience an irritated
feeling rising within you. You may look for support from those around you. 
You may feel like shutting out your child, cutting them out of your world.
You may begin to daydream about times when you were free of all these
responsibilities.  You may begin down a slippery slope of wishing you could
be anyone else but who you are now.  You unknowingly separate yourself
from your world, your family,  and your child.  You have unknowingly
created a new conflicted situation where you are on different sides.  At this
point, you may not even be able to love your child.  You probably cannot
come up with any solution for the whining and begin to yell at the child to
stop their whining!  And you feel even worse. Situations have a way of
spiraling away from a solution and it can become exhausting for you, your
family and your child.

The same situations can occur in the workplace.  A co-worker is late for
work and creates stress while welcoming customers and answering
phones in your little shop.  You unknowingly separate yourself from your
co-worker. All sorts of thoughts begin to arise.  You have no idea where
they came from.  You place your co-worker outside of your world to
protect yourself and unknowingly create a situation of greater
unhappiness..   Your situation spirals away from meeting the early morning
challenge with humor to a day of bad feelings between you and your co-
worker who was fteen minutes late.  You may consider yourself
powerless over the morning situation that was clearly the fault of the co-
worker.  You may feel even righteous that you were on time.  But these
defensive feelings will never bring about happiness, peace and
cooperation.
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These negative feelings can only be helpful to you when you are present
(conscious of them). They can alert us: we are no longer dealing with the
present challenge. They can alert us that we have power to move a
situation into a more positive light.

I’m sure you will agree, it is di cult when you are surprised by an
unforeseen situation.  We are challenged when asked to accept a situation
that we did not choose.  While control makes us feel secure, losing control
makes us feel fearful, frustrated, and even angry.  The more these
emotions rise, the worse our situations seem to become.

As stated before, a situation will develop in accord with your initial and
continual response or reaction to it.

When we cling to unconscious control, we get attached to how things
should play out and we get stuck in the problem. When we are present we
are able to rethink the situation and move toward a better situation. By
supporting our family, friends or co-workers in positive ways, we create
future situations of cooperation. We build a better, more satisfying world
for ourselves.

Cooperation: working together without conflict.
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Love Food For ThoughtLove Food For Thought

I am healing myself by teaching through writing.  As I o er to help others I
am healing what keeps me from love.

We all need to be healed.  To some degree, we have allowed separation
from our source of energy, love.  It shows up in regret, hesitation, worry,
fear, pessimism, guilt, regret, and most obviously in the way we regard 
and perceive others’ behavior.
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Love Food For ThoughtLove Food For Thought

I know what this feels like.  It feels awful.  One moment a friend is praising 
you about something you really needed to hear.  You feel like a million
dollars and hold onto that comment.  The next time you meet, your friend
is with a mutual friend, and acts in a totally different defensive manner.

You’re upset for giving your friend power to raise you up and let you fall
again.  You shake your head and feel disappointed that you cannot count
on this friend.  You say to yourself that you won’t place so much faith in
people next time.  You really are feeling bad.

Ah, but you don’t want to remain with negative thinking, so you look for a
way out.  And here is the gold that lies within this type of relationship
experience.

One di erent way of thinking about this experience is to realize that, as
uncomfortable as it might sound, the relationship you had with this friend
actually mirrors the exact relationship up-to-now you have had with
yourselfyourself .  What?! you say.

Pause for a moment before you read on.  Your ego can be defending its
territory.  It actually likes the struggle over peace.  Take a breath and read
on.

Can you nd similarities with yourself?  Does the experience you had with
your friend seem identical to the experience you have had with mood
swings.  One day you are delighted with yourself and all of life around you,
another day  you seem to be a di erent person. Instead of being one with
all of life around you, you are defensive of everything and everyone
around you.
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This new perspective can be both exciting and troubling at rst.  Again,the
ego likes contrast situations, and that’s the trouble.  The exciting part is
that you are getting closer to your core of love.  It’s up to you what
direction you wish to choose

Your friend probably was not aware of why she was acting one way and
then another way, another time.  Are there mysterious things going on
behind the scenes of our bodies’ awareness?  Could your friend be acting
in a sphere that mirrors something going on in her life, only see her
relationship with herself more clearly?  Only you can decide.

Try this out.  Look at relationship situations that come up during the day. 
Look at the ones that particularly bother you.  See if you can nd
similarities to the way you treat yourself .  There may be a message in this
experience for you.  There may be a new insight into how much you waver
in the love of yourself.  The more you love yourself, the more your
relationship experiences with others will change and improve.

Unlock your ability to love.  Love food for thought!
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Be Your Best FriendBe Your Best Friend

Be your best, happy friend.  That may sound a bit funny to you, but it holds
some great advice.  We all know that deep, quiet satisfaction is the very
stuff we are made of.

Peaceful happiness is available to us at all times.  There is never a moment
that it is not available.  Everything you need is in the quiet of you.

One of the tools for locating the happiness within is to listen to the sound
of each breath, become aware of your heartbeat. What a loyal friend is
your heart!  Consider your age. How many years has your heart been
beating? It is estimated that over an average of a 66-year-lifespan the
heart beats 2.5 billion times.
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The heart beats and your lungs exchange carbon dioxide for oxygen to
nourish your blood supply whether or not you think about it.  These
systems are available to you free-of-charge throughout your lifetime.  So
is peace, joy and happiness.  Happiness is always available to you, free-of-
charge.  There is no external thing, like a new house, a new job, new
clothes, a new friend or loved-one, that can bring you happiness because
you already own an unlimited supply of happiness.  It is the fabric of who
you are.  You are the energy of happiness!

You can restrict your ow of happiness with negative thoughts just like
you can cover your airways to prevent oxygen to enter your body.  If you
cannot experience happiness simple remove the clamps of negative
thinking.  Pay attention to each breath and realize there is more to you
than you ever imagined. Take a moment to still all thoughts and reach
inward to your best friend, you.

Let go of the negative concerns, strategies, pseudo-defences that restrict
your happiness.  Let go, become aware of your breathing until you can
sense the happy energy that wishes to bubble up into your day’s reality.
 Ask yourself often today, “How do you feel?” .  As you practice each day,
you will become aware of the negative impediments you have placed on
your well-being.  Little by little, remove these restrictions and get to
“Happy” in “Real Time.”
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Now Is A Good Time To Let Go!Now Is A Good Time To Let Go!

Happiness thrives with cooperation and avoidance of con ict.  You came
to earth with happy.  Whenever you are not bothered by worry, concern,
duty, internal argument, and pessimistic acceptance of doom, you
naturally rise back to the vibrations of happy.  Happy is your natural, hard-
wired state.

Just like removing smoke from your lungs, or muscle stress from your
heart, deciding that you do not choose to hold concerns, duties,
arguments, frustrations, fears will allow your natural ability to experience
well-being, happiness is continually possible — automatically.
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Practice Fun!Practice Fun!
Now Is A Good Time To Let Go!

There are levels of happiness.  Happiness is eternal.  It develops to
unimaginable delights the more it is experienced.  Happiness dances
vibrations that can only be experienced to be appreciated.  You cannot
talk or really write about happiness to achieve happiness.  You can only
stop thinking about old ways of approaching life that get in the way of
happiness.  When you stop and clear out old ways of thinking, you permit
happiness to penetrate you and your life, and the lives of those around
you.  
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Stop thinking about happiness.  Start eliminating worry about whether you
have enough money, or enough friends, or enough anything.  Eliminating
duty and enjoy everything you have.  Stop trying to get more and enjoy
what you have.  Stop trying to get well and enjoy the health you have. 
Stop trying to nd the love of your life and enjoy yourself and those
around you.  Stop trying to be the best Mom, Dad, Sister, Brother, Teacher,
Boss, Worker, Driver, Dancer, Actor, Trainer, …. stop it…..Enjoy who you are! 
That is where happiness lives.

Stop worrying about your city, your schools, your government, your
leaders.  I know it sounds like that is very poor advice.  But stop giving
attention to all the things that are wrong with your world and give attention
to what is RIGHT with your world.  That is the only way you can let the
good things in.  
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It is you who is stopping your own happiness.  You cannot keep blaming
others.  You cannot keep wishing for better times, while feeling like you
are continually stopped by some outside force.  Nothing can stop the one
who is within you.  You are your center of happiness.  You are your power
for good.  There is no other.

So stop thinking about achieving anything and live.  Trust yourself.  Make
way for yourself, your truest self, your happy self.  Make way by
eliminating every worry, every concern, every frustration.  Refuse to give
your attention to negative thinking.  The most powerful tool you have in
achieving anything you desire:  happy family, happy job, happy nances,
happy surrounding, is to be appreciative of what is right in front of you. 
This simple tool will open opportunities for more.  Dance through the day
and forget trying to achieve.  See if your day does not provide delightful
surprises of what you now consider success.  It is achieved through the
door of appreciating and through happy dancing!
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Positive Attitudes Soar Over FearPositive Attitudes Soar Over Fear
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You probably havel been surprised by some compelling situation that calls
out your fearful side.  Perhaps it was an over-due bill in the mail or a very
real concern that you could lose your job.  There are so many situation
where fear can usurp all of your attention.  The situation appears to be
bigger than you are.  This appears to be the situation that you always
feared would come.  It takes command of your very self.  You are taken by
the attraction of fear  and it seems impossible to do anything but be a
victim.

Then you may hear a faint, soft, breeze-of-a-voice, whisper that there is
nothing to fear.  You can’t yet take your focus o  fear, though.  You know
better.  This time things are really going to be bad.  You knew it would
come and here it comes!

The voice  may be quiet but it holds its own strength and does not rely on
you.  It  continues to urge you not to believe in the situation.  This time you
listen to this soft voice from within.  You tacitly, at rst, choose to create in
your mind a happier scenario as to what is going to happen.  You calm
yourself and know that happiness is the only thing you wish to cling to. 
This fear contains no happiness.  You cannot cling to this fear.  You must
let it go, even though it seems to envelop your entire being.

Maybe it was just a spark of a moment, but a moment it was and you  turn
your attention to something a bit brighter.  You listen to some music.  You
wash the dishes in your kitchen or vacuum your oor. You like how you
feel and you have heard that you can choose happy over fear. Fear tries to
remind you of the situation and begs to get your attention.
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This time, you will not believe in the fear. You tell yourself that fear is dark
and happiness is light — bright light.  You begin to sing a song you learned
as a child, This little light of mine, I’m going to let it shine!  This little light of
mine, I’m going to let it shine!  This little light of mine, I’m going to let it
shine, let it shine, all the time, let it shine.    You begin to feel better and
you know you are back in the happy zone.

And then comes the most amazing thing.  Your whole situation vanishes. 
What you thought was going to happen, is transferred into an entirely
di erent scenario.  Instead of the bill being overdue, it has a credit on the
collection line.    Instead of you being red, you are called in to participate
in a new project and even get a raise.  These things happen in the happy
zone.  And it’s available for everyone.  Your decision to choose to focus on
what you wanted and not on what you did not want changed everything
right before your eyes.

Today, meet each challenge with a little con dence.  Know you are a
wonderful  super someone who is still uncovering what is, very joyful and
wishing to stay that way.  Know you choose to live a life of love.  Love is
always the answer.  Take it with you throughout this day.
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Courage To Be YourselfCourage To Be Yourself

There is nothing quite so satisfying as the calm, peaceful connection to
happiness.

Yet many days we are caught up in the rough waters of sorrow, fear,
defense, and concerns that can lead only to unhappiness. It occurred to
me yesterday that a stumbling block to experiencing my happiness is
trying to create a projection to others that I think might please them.

At the moment I realize I am who I am, aws and all, I stop projecting the
person I consider passable for other’s approval, and I am immediately
returned to my happy state.
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The question is this: Is it possible for me to get along with you by just being
myself?  You bet it is!   In fact, I am worthless to you if I am not myself.  So,
here I am in my natural, free state of happiness. There is nothing so
satisfying as being myself.  So what if my house is a little untidy.  So what?!!
 So what if my pants have a wrinkle.  So what if my hair doesn’t match the
hollywood stars I see.  So what if I don’t t into the latest fad group.  So
what if I occasionally have a grammatical error in my blog.  So what!

The only way I will t into this world is if I let myself be me with all the
wonderful flaws and creative, free, child-like expressions of joy.

I pass this piece of wisdom on to you today.  Be best friends with yourself.
 Stop creating a nagging mother and an unhappy child from within.  When
you see a aw, love the aw and go on.  It is part of you this day and it is
part of your life today.  If you really don’t like a wrinkle, iron your pants, but
do it for yourself, not for who you think will be impressed. If you don’t like
the way your hair looks, then go and get it cut.  But get it cut for yourself,
not for the way you think others will like it.  If you cut it for others to notice,
you’ll be disappointed in their reaction every time.  The only person who
can please you and compliment you and make you feel important is
yourself.  

Give up trying to t in and LIVE your life with joy.  You and I are marvelous
creations.  Enjoy today with your best friend who will always be with you …
you!
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Just like a canvas, this empty box of nothingness is just waiting to be lled
with typewritten words, ideas that have never been put together in quite
the same way. All artistic expression comes from nothingness and
mysteriously emerges into something-ness!  It is what I am doing right this
very moment.

The same can be said for each morning. With awareness, there is always
an opportunity for new expression, greatness.
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Each Day Is A New DayEach Day Is A New Day

I’ve often wondered why we require sleep each day. What is it that takes
place when we are unconscious? You can answer by giving me a lot of
scienti c and biological reasons why sleep is required, but I believe there’s
more treasure in the answer.  What is the deeper reason? Is there a hidden
opportunity for me?   Am I not given a clean slate in life each day to
express whatever I like?

Right now I am rested and ready to take on the adventure of the day.
 What opportunities to learn new things, meet new people, solve new
puzzles and challenges await me?  I am lled with hope upon awakening
every day. Today will be a most wonderful memory tomorrow!

Here are two ideas for making each day a new beginning:Here are two ideas for making each day a new beginning:
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Here are two ideas for making each day a new beginning!Here are two ideas for making each day a new beginning!
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1. 

Wake up with the idea that your job today is to ndWake up with the idea that your job today is to nd
three happy surprises.three happy surprises.
Decide whether your surprises will be discovered at play, at exercise,
at work or at home. Know that you will need to write down the
discoveries at the end of the day in order to win this game of life. Can
you feel yourself getting more enthused about the day? And, so you
should, because you de nitely are in for three happy surprises and
you don’t want to miss them
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do
eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim
ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitationullamco laboris nisi ut
aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure dolor in
reprehenderit involuptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla
pariatur. Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat nonproident, sunt in culpa
qui officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.

2. 

. First feel your feet and notice how di erent they feel to you. Stand
on the oor and walk from heel to toe and become aware of the fact
that you can walk. Decide you are going to walk with a new awareness
today. Make a plan to walk to three new places that you have never
walked before. That can be a walk around the block at lunchtime, or a
walk around your house with a new awareness of gratitude for your
surroundings, or even a walk through a store with new insights into
the amazing choices that are awaiting you down each aisle.

With a slight positive slant on your day, you will nd your day lled with
wondrous experiences this very day!  Each day you are given a clean slate
with which to enjoy and to express whatever is within.  Go ahead.  Dance
through today with a bright, new attitude of expectation!

Wake up knowing that today is di erent from any dayWake up knowing that today is di erent from any day
you have ever livedyou have ever lived
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Happiness is Us.  Our substance is happiness.  Yet, everyday, we get up
with resolve to discover that elusive happy moment.  Hopefully this story
will help us all remember the ease at which we can locate happiness.

****
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Stella loved her mother.  She tried to do all the things her mother asked of
her.  Stella’s mother loved clothes and each day she prepared to o er
Stella  a most lavish coat that she insisted Stella wear.

The rst day, she dressed Stella in a pale red, magic coat.  Everyone in the
village knew about this particular coat.  The coat’s purpose was to teach
the wearer how to be popular and be accepted by everyone else in the
village.  This coat magically sent directives as soon as the person put the
coat on.  The thing is, the longer Stella wore the coat the heavier it
became and although Stella felt con dent she would be the most popular
in the village, she experienced a feeling of frustration and a bit of anger ,
emotions she not encountered before.  She didn’t understand.

As she wore the pale, red magic coat, she found that people came to the
door to talk with her.  They smiled at her and giggled at whatever she said.
 They invited her to the village dance and asked her if she would sing for
them.  They complimented her hair and her lovely coat for somehow they
realized it was what was attracting her to them.  Still they felt happy
around her and loved sitting and chatting.  But Stella became more and
more anxious and even a little irritated that these villagers were hanging
around her house.  At the end of the day she was so tired she took o  the
coat and went to bed.

In the morning, she felt her old self.  She felt happy.  She looked out the
window and saw the sunshine and owers and heard the birds and she felt
so thankful to be alive!  No one came to her house that day and when her
mother’s friend came to the door she looked right at Stella and shook her
head and said, “Stella, when are you going to comb your hair.”
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So her Mother took down another coat.  This time she asked Stella to wear
the purple, magic coat.  The magic in this coat would teach Stella to create
an appearance that would please the villagers.  It would also teach Stella
to clean and cook, walk and talk in a way that was more acceptable to all
the villagers.

Stella felt the weight of this coat as she put it on.  Still, she found herself
making up her bed and sweeping the oor.  All the while she wondered if
she were making the bed and sweeping the oor the way all the villagers
would want her to do these things.  She began to feel anxious again and a
little irritated.  But she could not stop.  She showered and washed her hair.
 When her hair had dried she combed it over and over until it look beautiful
and she put a ower behind her ear, just the way she knew the villagers
would like her to.  When she looked into the mirror she did not receive any
satisfaction.  She hoped the way she looked would please all the villagers.
 As the day went on she grew more tired and more irritated.  She smiled as
she o ered her Mother’s friend a cookie she had just baked, but inside she
wondered if the friend would now accept her.  Her friend smiled back and
said, “Stella, you are a ne cook. Is there nothing you cannot do?!”  But
Stella did not feel very happy.  She felt very nervous and hoped she could
continue to please her Mother’s friend.  By afternoon she felt exhausted
and sad, and she did not know why.  She sat outside and waited for night
to come.  Finally, her mother told her she could take the coat off and Stella
headed straight to bed.

Once again, Stella felt her happy self as she woke up.  She stretched out
and looked again at the trees and owers and birds and even a little bee
who was buzzing around a lovely rose.  She thought about how much she
loved waking up and how much she loved all the people in the village.

Before long, her Mother came to her room.  “Stella,” she said.  “I have a
special coat for you to wear today.  This coat is more special than all of the
coats you have worn or ever will wear.”
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Stella wondered what she would learn today.  “Mother, each day that you
ask me to wear a coat I try to learn whatever it is that will make the
villagers nd me more acceptable.  I am trying so hard that every day I feel
unhappy and irritated.  Do you know why this is, Mother?”

Stella’s Mother answered, “Stella, you have learned a great lesson.  You
are now ready for the coat I will give you today.  Please put it on”

Stella did what her Mother asked.  But this time the coat felt like she was
wearing absolutely nothing!  She felt exactly like she did when she rst
woke up.  She was filled with quiet happiness.

“Mother,” Stella asked, “what should I do?  I feel like I’ve been freed from
trying to please anyone.  I feel like I am good enough.  I love you, Mother.
 What do you say we have breakfast together?  Would you like to cook
together.”

Stella’s Mother smiled. “The coat you are wearing, my dear, is the coat of
love. It will never weigh you down. It will always let you oat in the waters
of happiness. Wear this invisible coat, and you will always be happy”

And so it was, Stella learned the lesson that everything Stella needed to
learn came from wearing only the coat love.  She closed the closet where
all the other coats hung and hoped she would never wear them again.

***
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It might seem like a silly story, but each time you experience sadness,
irritation, anger, anxiety, stress and the like, think of this little story, know
you wearing something that is an obstacle to your happiness. You are
trying to t in to someone else’s idea of life and you are leaving your
natural ability to live a life of love.  Take o  the exterior and you will be left
with everything: love.

When you take a test, you study for it.  When you have a dinner party, you
plan for it.  Doesn’t it make sense that if you want to have a happy day, you
envision it?
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Positive thinking takes a little planning at the beginning of each day.  After
the planning takes place, it is smooth sailing.

Can you just imagine a happy day, every day?  Can you imagine leaving
behind days of worry, fear and frustration.  Why not spend a moment or
two each day planning for ways to let your happiness shine through?  Here
are some more ideas:
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1. Go to sleep thinking of all the people with whom you will meetGo to sleep thinking of all the people with whom you will meet
tomorrowtomorrow..   Think of what you like about each one.  Envision yourself
laughing with them tomorrow.  Enjoy their smiles.  (By the way, this is a
great way to fall asleep).  If there is someone you have not gotten
along well with during the day, picture this person bringing you a
bunch of balloons.  Picture both of you laughing at the wind.  Plan to
see the brighter side of this person next time you meet.  Realize you
are both of the same fabric.

2. Put a ring on your nger.  Put a ring on your nger.  When you rise, imagine how good you
will feel in the out t you are about to wear.   Plan to be attentive to
your desire to be happy by wearing a ring on your nger to remind you
that happiness can only be blocked by your negative thoughts.   Each
time you see your ring, check the way you feel.  If you are feeling bad,
pause and change gears.  Allow happiness to ow through your being
throughout the day.

3. Use your smart phone’s alarm.  Use your smart phone’s alarm.  Set your phone’s alarm or timer for
an hourly check throughout the day.  When you hear the reminder,
check to see what you are doing and how you feel.  What are you
thinking about? Is there a smile on your face or are you lost in self-
imposed attitudes that are causing you to feel bad?  You can change
your thoughts immediately and remember your intention to be loyal to
the happiness and peace that lives within you.  This is a great way to
create habits of well-being.
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4. Plan your day by removing all worry.Plan your day by removing all worry.   It is important to plan your
day.  It is powerful planning when you remove worry, concern, anger,
defense and any other negative thinking to your plan.  For instance, if
your plan is to improve at work and you say to yourself, I must not
make anymore mistakes when I type,  changes are that you are
planning to make mistakes and you’ll wonder why your day went so
poorly.  However, if you plan to improve at work by allowing your
natural ability to be happy shine through everything you do, and you
say, I love who I am and I am eager to share my wonderful abilities to
make all that I do helpful to myself and others, I will be able to work
mistake-free because I am in tuned with the best of everyone else at
work.  Plan without worry.

Plan to be loyal to who you truly are and all things will follow.  It is possible
to have a worry-free, guilt-free day.  It is possible to have heaven on earth.
It really is our choice.

If you nd yourself in moments of frustration or irritation, this may be a sign
for you to check around you.

Describe how you have spent your recent days

  Who have you spoken to?
 Are your thoughts heavy? Are you carrying the weight of the
world on your shoulders?
 Are you worried about the future? about the past? Have you
momentarily lost your connection with the present?
 How many hours have you sat in front of the TV? the computer?
What did you feel?
 What did you do to express yourself? How did you feel?
 What were you thinking that made you feel sad? irritated?
frustrated?
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Once you get a report on what has taken place in the last day or two, you
will begin to see the balance or lack of balance that only you have control
over.  Take a breath.  If you have been out of balance, try one of the
following.

 Play catch with your dog.
 Play Words with Friends
 Send your family a homemade gift even though it is not the
holidays, a birthday, anniversary, etc. Send a gift for no reason at
all! You’ll feel better.  It’s like magic!
 Take a walk and if you have a dog take your dog along. See how
many owers you can name. Bring your camera along and take
pictures to share with your family and friends when you get back.
 Go to the park.
 Find a few friends and play Settlers of Cattan.
 Take a shovel and dig in the garden.
 Rearrange your closet and get rid of the things you can’t wear
anymore.
 Watch a funny movie.
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Most of all, if you have been a little down lately, chances are you have not
been that good to yourself. Once you give yourself a break and balance
out, your natural inclination will turn back to well-being and happiness.
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Choose Your Thoughts Or Your Thoughts Will Choose YouChoose Your Thoughts Or Your Thoughts Will Choose You

The more you choose your thoughts the more you can create the situation
you desire.

Most of us are not even aware of our thoughts.  Many times fear is a
hidden, underlying thought that rules the day.  Fear can take on many
faces:  fear of being late, fear of not measuring up, fear or losing a job, fear
of not being able to regain your balance after a loss, fear of losing more, or
fear of being alone. Unrecognized, fear can cripple your ability to create
happier situations.

There is no need to try to debate with fear and prove these thoughts
wrong. This kind of approach will only create more fear. As in your
approach with all negative thoughts, gently let them go and choose to
replace them with thoughts of appreciation for what you have right now.
Begin gently to think of all the people you know and who you appreciate.
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Every negative thought cannot exist without you. Replace negative
thoughts with powerful thoughts like, “I am happy to be here now” or “It is a
beautiful day and I am happy to be with all of these trees and owers!” or “I
have always had abundance and I always will have abundance. I have
always had what I need and I will always have what I need.”

As long as you believe you don’t have what you need, then you won’t
allow what you need.  Your reality depends on your attitude and thoughts.
It continues to be up to you to accept the situation you are in and change
your attitude to thoughts that can bring you peace. Happiness still
depends upon your ability to create positive thoughts.

This earth, your body, your thoughts are the instrument played by the
energy of love.  You decide what music you will play, or even if you will
play.  You can make beautiful music with your life today by choosing well.
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Five Ways to Combat WorryFive Ways to Combat Worry

We are at war.  Everyday.  We are not even aware. We wake up and try to
smile at the day ahead.  Almost immediately our dutiful brains remind us of
challenges, old debates and grudges we continue to hold.  Tapes begin to
play in our heads. We are not even aware of them.  We dress to disguise
any trace of unrest, and get on with the day.
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This worry, no matter how short-lived within our days, takes it toll on our
bodies: our muscles, bones and organs; our blood pressure, blood sugar
and ability to ght o  infection. Often we engage in worrisome thoughts,
emerging from one worry to another.  We think this is life.  We think we are
destined to be concerned.  This is the adult thing to do.  But worry is a
state that keeps us from our true happy selves.  Worry is a state that
damages our body.  Worry is the war we need to win.  Here are ve ways
to replace worry with confidence, smiles and general, overall happiness.

1. Look in the mirror every hour.Look in the mirror every hour.

You can use a mirror or your iPhone/iPad/computer camera. Look
carefully.  Each time you use the restroom, look, really look at your facial
expression as you pass the mirror.  It may surprise you!  Where’s your
smile?  Where’s your ease?  Where’s the person you think you are?  The
answer is, probably lost in some concern or worry.  Easy enough x!  As
soon as you recognize the worry, let it go and turn it into a smile.

Hi there! you say to yourself as if to a best friend.  How’s it going!  I sure
love you!.  Now that will get you smiling because you will feel foolish at
rst, but it will work.  The more you become friends with yourself, the

stronger, more confident you will become.

Put your timer on and do a spot check every hour for the rst week or
two.  See if things won’t turn around almost immediately.

2.  When you catch yourself worrying, give it a category.2.  When you catch yourself worrying, give it a category.

It is thought that there are three ways to handle worry.  One: see if you can
change the situation.  Two: see if you can set yourself apart from the
situation.  And, three: accept the situation and go on.
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Once you hear yourself lost in a concern (and you may see yourself faster
than hearing yourself, so use the mirror every hour), decide how you will
proceed.  Stop the tapes immediately.  For example.  You see a worried
person in the mirror and ask what is going on.  You’re thinking about a
water bill that just came in the mail.  You decide to categorize the worry. 
You choose to change the situation by going to your checkbook or
computer and paying the water bill.  You have freed yourself from worry.

But what if you do not have funds for the water bill?  Then you will need to
dig a bit deeper and see what situation is causing this.  Once you identify
the situation, (perhaps you spent all your money on a party last week),
then you need to change your way of living in the future to make room for
your expenses.  You can forgive yourself for being human, call the water
company and ask for an extension and then pay the bill.  If your situation is
more complicated with lots of months or years of making decisions that
cause you worry, then you will need to take one worry at a time and sort
them into categories and act on each worry, one by one, until you nd
peace.

3.  Do something out of character.3.  Do something out of character.

When you live within the same situations every day, it is hard to nd
solutions for your worries. Give yourself a new character when you nd
yourself worrying. Put on a crazy hat or shirt. Put your plates where your
drinking glasses are, and your glasses where your plates were. Change
things around and get your brain occupied with something other than
chewing and re-chewing your current worry. This is especially important
when you have chosen to accept the situation or person who is causing
you worry.
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Put on some music and even listen to a type of music that you seldom
hear.  Let the light in!  If you don’t wear shoes in the house, wear shoes.  If
you don’t dress up in your house, dress up.  Do anything out of character
and you’ll see an improvement.  The part of your brain previously sending
feelings of worry, will stop sending the worries and pause long enough to
listen for a di erent directive..  This is enough time \ sort out your worries
in a happier state.  Quickly solve your concern and move on. Life will all of
a sudden become fun.
4. Let nature calm you:  take a walk, stroll, or drive4. Let nature calm you:  take a walk, stroll, or drive

Nature is a free gift that is everywhere.  Nature waits to calm you!  It’s just
outside your door.  Sit with a ower, bush or tree.  If you are quiet enough,
nature will speak to your heart and in no time at all you will be feeling
great.  If you want to tell nature all about your concerns, go ahead.  In
moments you’ll be putting them into the categories and feel 100% better.

Walking is good for your body and good for relieving stress caused by
worry.  A walk a day can keep the doctor away!

5.  Forgive yourself and others daily5.  Forgive yourself and others daily

Once you start thinking about the process of forgiveness, you can take
advantage of the extraordinary opportunity it provides.  Letting go of
resentment is a powerful tool toward letting go of worry.  Resentment
imprisons us. Worry provides us with feelings of resentment.  It compares
our lives to others and resents that we do not have the surplus of funds
that seems so available to our friends.  Resentment goes on and on.  It
provides us with a zillion reason this is so unfair.  We are lost and victimized
through resentment and the worries continue.
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Forgiveness is an often misunderstood and therefore under-utilized.  Lose
the resentment of others when you perceive you are being threatened or
disrespected.  Lose the resentment of perceived situations
resembling hard times.  Lose the resentment of self when you do not
measure up to what you perceive you should be.  Forgive, forgive, forgive. 
Be generous in your for-giving!

When you are doing your hourly mirror checks, take a moment to forgive
whatever is going on in the moment.  Forgive yourself, others and
situations and you will become stronger, able to achieve more and
happier.

Practice these ve methods to decrease worry in your life.  I hope they
help you and I hope they help to make a better, happier world.  I welcome
your comments.
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Storm Tonight?Storm Tonight?

It appears that we continually ask ourselves whether we should prepare
for the next storm, the next storm, the next feared storm. This painting
suggests that it might serve us better to look for the beauty in movement.
 Focus on the colors, the joys, the hope of life and we just may draw that
sort of experience to ourselves.  In other words, let go of your concerns
that continually imagine bad things coming in the future, and enjoy what is
right in front of you.  It is possible to live in a bubble of well-being.
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Living In The Moment Means Ability To Succeed Living In The Moment Means Ability To Succeed 

It seems to me we try to reach a state of excellence by waging wars on
whatever stands in its way.  I look around and see what’s wrong with the
picture.  And, while I’m looking for what’s wrong, I totally miss what is right.
The more I war against poverty, drugs, bad behavior, mistakes in others, it
seems the more poverty, drugs, bad behavior and mistakes are around
me. I am immersed in anything but excellence.
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Recipe For HappinessRecipe For Happiness

That is until I stop my little nding faults campaigns and stop waging war
on anyone or anything.  It starts with acceptance.  It starts with stopping in
my tracks.  Breathing.  Pausing.  Sh-sh-sh-ing.  Stop!

In the silence of the pause, I realize that excellence is all around me.
Everywhere.  In everything.  In me, even!  My job is not to nd fault with
bad, bad behavior in the world.  My job is to discover excellence within
everything and everyone in the world….even myself.

Hope you join me in this quest for excellence today.  Thank you!

Here’s a recipe that can be used weekly. It serves between one and a
million. It’s a great hit at parties.
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 2 parts       Appreciation
 1 part        Confidence
 2 parts      Imagination
 A sprinkle of humor
 A dash of mischief
 5 parts       Action

1. Take the appreciation you have for the people in your life and mix it
slowly with con dence you have in yourself until well blended.  Be
sure to let the feelings breathe so that the mixture rises and doubles
about 2-1/2 times.

2. Now take the imagination of all things possible and sprinkle the humor
and mischief. Beat happily at high speed until well-formed ideas begin
to emerge.

3. Combine the blended appreciation and con dence with the blended
imagination, humor and mischief until effervescent.

4. Let concoction stand until it sustains a new action lled with peace,
joy, hope and love.

Amazingly, this recipe can take the form of dance, singing, playing an
instrument, leaving for an adventure, driving peacefully in a tra c jam,
going to work, cleaning up a room, gardening, talking with a friend, reading
a book, rearranging a drawer, playing with your dog and so much more.  Be
prepared to have a really good time! 
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Today I am offering two ideas for a more pleasant day. 

Number one:Number one:    Plan your day as if it has already taken place.Plan your day as if it has already taken place.

This exercise might seem a bit strange at rst, but it packs a powerful
punch. Instead of getting up in the morning and hoping things will turn out,
imagine the actions of the day as already having taken place, as if you are
watching a movie.  Imagine you are nished with the day.  Imagine how
you feel because of the day’s events.
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You can rise in the morning with enthusiasm, or you may dread the day.
 The rst thing you can do is be thankful for your bed, for the body you are
in, for your surroundings and for the people in your life.  The best days
start with appreciation for what you have.  The second thing you can do is
to plan for your day.  See yourself talking to your co-workers in a happy
environment of sharing.  See yourself completing your tasks at work with
ease and enjoyment.  Imagine all sorts of good surprises for yourself. And,
top it o  with the thought, that all of your dreams have already come true!
 Imagine you are getting ready for bed tonight and enjoying the memories
of the actualization of your dreams.

As I said, this may seem a bit strange at rst. But don’t give up!  It will bring
about happier situations throughout your day as you perfect your skills.
 You are beginning to achieve the skill of objectivity.  You are beginning to
see yourself and your situations in a new light and gain power over your
daily life and situations.  You are in touch with your core of happiness.

Number two:  Be your greatest fanNumber two:  Be your greatest fan

Have you ever heard yourself singing or read something you wrote long
ago and been surprised that it was you singing or writing? Have you ever
come across a project from work that gave you an amazing feeling that it
was you who accomplished that project?  If so, you have a rare
opportunity to be your greatest fan.

Self-love is the beginning task for all of us.  To the extent you love and
admire your true self you will be able to love others … and not a speck
more.   Take time today to nd out more about yourself and see if you can
be proud to know yourself the same way you would be proud to say you
know a rockstar or politician or actress or boss or anyone you admire in
your life.  Are you proud to know you?  Are you proud to be you?  That is
powerful stuff.
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Many people are taught to love their neighbor as themselves.  They may
work hard on charity events only to nd themselves unhappy and in
con ict with those they work with.  They wonder how it is that they can be
so charitable and so irritated at the same time.  Of course, you know the
answer.  You cannot give what you do not have.  Love yourself and loving
others becomes a natural response.

Perhaps today you will take time to express yourself in art, writing, singing,
playing an instrument or creating an audio book.  Tomorrow, enjoy what
you have created.  Don’t worry if you have not received any feedback from
anyone regarding how great you are.  Take time to enjoy and admire who
the person is behind the creation …. you!  Allow yourself to admire yourself
and you will experience happiness and peace because you will be coming
in contact with all that we consider important.

Peace!
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Here is a good example of how negative thought can develop within any
one of us. Egos can take over at a moment’s notice and if left unguarded
can seriously impede the pursuit of happiness.

Last evening a magazine salesman came to the door. A silent alarm was
triggered within me: someone is ringing the door after dark.  I was lled
with immediate suspicion. Everything I write about took backseat to fear. I
heard my husband laughing and speaking to the gentleman at the door
and I found myself going upstairs to get to a phone in case this salesman
was not legitimate. I felt compelled to save the day!
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After the salesman left, I felt ashamed of myself for not helping out my
fellow man and I didn’t feel good. Even more, I felt I should remain loyal to
this shame because of my reactions. I felt it would be dishonest to now
turn all positive and happily get on with the moment.  My husband
mentioned once or twice to let it go but I felt this strong urge to assess my
reactions to a simple ring at the door.  …and I began to notice that I was
defending my reactions to my husband who was now focused on a
basketball game.

I didn’t realize it in the moment.  Now I do.  I was choosing thoughts that
were making me feel bad.

This is one grand opportunity.  I am able to observe from a distance share
about thoughts that can take hold and, left unguarded, multiplied rapidly.
 Feed Me!  the thoughts pleaded.  Feed Me!  I have important fears that
need protection!  I have important guilt you need to pay attention to!

And, then I stopped.  Took pause.  And I realized I did not feel good.  And I
remembered that I was wearing fear.  I gently turned away from the fear
and the self-guilt and all thoughts that did not make me happy.
 Immediately, I experienced the familiar happiness and peace that has
become more and more obvious to me.  I am living proof that living in the
moment allows me to succeed.

Thank you for letting me continue to share my thoughts with you.
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A Time To RelaxA Time To Relax

 Even when you are having fun,

life slips by.

Even when you sulk around,

life slips by.

Even when you fall in love,

life slips by.

Even when you are sick and frail,

life slips by.

There’s no way to stop the time

you have in this one body.
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You might as well hug yourself

and live in wondrous ways.

There’s no way to stop the time

you have in this one body.

so accept it well and live

today with all the secrets,

adventures, and

gifts to you alone.
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The Art of Feeling Good – Five LessonsThe Art of Feeling Good – Five Lessons
––

You know the old saying, “All work and no play makes John a dull boy.”
 Even when you love work, work is work.  It is possible to lose your
balance.  And  contacting your core of happiness is dependent on a
healthy balance of work and play, light tension and relaxation.

If you nd yourself in moments of frustration or irritation, this may be a sign
for you to check around you.

Describe how you have spent your recent days
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  Who have you spoken to?
 Are your thoughts heavy? Are you carrying the weight of the
world on your shoulders?
 Are you worried about the future? about the past? Have you
momentarily lost your connection with the present?
 How many hours have you sat in front of the TV? the computer?
What did you feel?
 What did you do to express yourself? How did you feel?
 What were you thinking that made you feel sad? irritated?
frustrated?

Once you get a report on what has taken place in the last day or two, you
will begin to see the balance or lack of balance that only you have control
over.  Take a breath.  If you have been out of balance, try one of the
following.

 Play catch with your dog.
 Play Words with Friends
 Send your family a homemade gift even though it is not the
holidays, a birthday, anniversary, etc. Send a gift for no reason at
all! You’ll feel better.  It’s like magic!
 Take a walk and if you have a dog take your dog along. See how
many owers you can name. Bring your camera along and take
pictures to share with your family and friends when you get back.
 Go to the park.
 Find a few friends and play Settlers of Cattan.
 Take a shovel and dig in the garden.
 Rearrange your closet and get rid of the things you can’t wear
anymore.
 Watch a funny movie.

Most of all, if you have been a little down lately, chances are you have not
been that good to yourself. Once you give yourself a break and balance
out, your natural inclination will turn back to well-being and happiness.Page 57
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––

There are so many ways to feel good. Here are some:
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1. Wake up with the enthusiasm of a child. Wake up with the enthusiasm of a child. A child wakes up with
surprise, readiness and willingness to explore whatever is around. It
can be a toy, a rst experience with snow, a shadow, the sun or
anything else that presents itself. Before you go to sleep, make the
intention to wake up with childlike acceptance of all around you. Be
aware the moment you nd yourself conscious. Listen. Look around
the room and enjoy the delights of your furniture, the light coming into
the window, the feeling of your bedding and anything else that
catches your attention. Take a moment to feel your toes, your legs,
your arms, your hands and your amazing ability to use your eyes!

2. Be grateful for everything you encounter.Be grateful for everything you encounter.  Forget judging
situations as good or bad. Enjoy the rainy weather with as much
enthusiasm as sunny days. Enjoy the days you are tired as much as
the days you have great spurts of energy. Enjoy the opportunity to be
on earth to explore all kinds of experiences. Nothing is good or bad.
Everything i s . The more you appreciate each moment, the more
capacity you will have for happiness.

3. Forget what you Forget what you should doshould do and  and just do.just do. Let go of obligatory
relationships. Take on relationships that feel free. Love another and
actively demonstrate your love to another because the opportunity is
in front of you. Let go of thoughts that tell you to demonstrate your
love out of duty. Let go of thoughts when you think that performing
such actions will make you a better human being. You already are
perfect. Act from the core of love and you will always feel good.
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4. Remember you come from the same source as everyone else.Remember you come from the same source as everyone else.
There is no one better than you. You are not better than anyone else.
You are of the same substance as everything and everyone. How you
wish to express your being-ness makes you unique and gives you the
enjoyment of being on earth. Try not to benchmark yourself with
anyone else. It may be di cult to do at rst, but with practice you will
experience such joy that you will forget the introspection in exchange
for the good feelings of satisfaction.

5. Recognize that love isn’t only for the ower-children. Recognize that love isn’t only for the ower-children. Be truly
brave and nd your sense of well-being. Sometimes it doesn’t seem to
be a very popular stance to choose to love over defending one’s
position. Most times we get caught up in ghting for some intellectual
thought cloaked as morality and all but lose our connection with our
true nature. We think we must stand fast if we are to save this nation
or ourselves. We ght and stand up for so many ideals that allude us
and wonder why we don’t feel well. Choose love and every time you
will be saved from feeling bad.
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“Believe”? “Believe”? 

Why do I continually talk about positive thinking? Why do I continually
check on my own negative thinking, say, “Thank you, but no thank you!” to
the thoughts that bring me feelings of doubt, pain and worry?  Why is it so
hard to stay positive?  Perhaps the answer is this.

In order to believe, I must go beyond what I already know. Possibilities are
infinite and beyond!  To believe I need to tell myself a little white lie.  I need
to pretend beyond where I am now.  I need to believe in the silver lining
before I really see it.  Every choice to let go of worry or criticism of others
or every disappointment or fear will bring about a happier me.  When I let
go, I make way for happiness.  To let go may require telling myself a little
white lie.  When I intend to get to the positive side of life, that lie will not
bite me.

It’s a little hard to find examples but here goes:
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I wake up and remember it is Monday and time to go to work.  I have
feelings of angst.  I lie to myself and tell myself that I am getting a big
happy surprise at work.  I tell myself a

little white lie
and picture my boss giving me a great compliment.  I decide to tell myself
another

white lie.
 I tell myself that I will experience new insight into my job.  I am happy now
and ready to go to work with happy anticipation.  The result:  I will hear and
accept the compliment my boss gives me ,and I will be open to the
insights that will make my job easier to accomplish.  This, my friends, is
beLIEving!

I start to make dinner and the recipe I am following turns completely
wrong.  I don’t know what I did to make this so much of a mess.  I feel
angry and frustrated.  I decide to tell myself a little white lie.

 I tell myself that I am so lucky to be right in the midst of a new discovery.  I
am about the create a meal that is tasty, nutritious and will be a family
favorite for years to come, along with this great story of how it was
created.  Now that I have paused and all the negative thoughts have
mysteriously vanished, I have thoughts that will save the recipe and the
more I have fun the more I see possibilities.  The meal is a hit with the
family who appreciate the calm and happy cook in the kitchen.  We love
being together at this meal.  The food does not seem particularly good or
bad but the happy and warm feelings around the table cannot be
surpassed!  This is beLIEving!

You’ve misplaced your checkbook and you are sure that it has been lost
and taken by some similar thief you’ve heard about on the news.  It’s time
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.  You picture the checkbook in the house.  You remember the game “hide-
the-thing” and you decide to have a go at it.   You relax for a few moments
as if it is already found.  You picture the checkbook in the same place you
always keep it. Your little white lie tells you that it has already been
recovered. Now you feel better and thoughts come to you as to what to
do next. You begin to play “hide-the-thing” and the “thing” is your
checkbook. As you beLIEve you get closer to its whereabout. You will
locate it and all will be fine because you beLIEve.

It is not easy to stay positive, to believe.  It is less easy to remain in the
negative world of fear, sorrow, anger, irritation, frustration and pain.  When
you’ve had enough just let yourself believe in happiness.
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How To Remain Happy With A Spouse In The Hospital

It's so easy to lose perspective. The hospital world does not run on the
same vibration as your private life, your home care. I am writing this
chapter for spouse and adult children caregivers as support. I encourage
you to reach for your higher vibration, your higher self. . Stay vigilant and
alert to your feelings.

You are not in control of the situation, that may be true.  But now is the
time to realize that you are in control of how you will react to this situation.
Will you choose an attitude of calm, hope, acceptance, love, cooperation? 
Or will you make matters worse by choosing attitudes of fear, worry,
criticism of hospital staff and doctors?  Will you remain in panic mode?

You may be sitting in the room or walking down the hall to get something
to eat and suddenly feel a sadness come over you. It is tempting to hold on
to these feelings and suspect more bad things are on the way. 

When you are not alert to these feelings, you can slip into a drama that is
very di cult to emerge from.  You may sense that these feelings are
indications of just how bad the condition is for your spouse. The more your
thoughts gather around these feelings, the more you produce evidence of
a bad, fearful situation.  You can feel yourself sinking.  

If you will take a walk outside for a moment, you will be able to feel the air
on your face.  You can begin to shake o  feelings of panic.  You can look at
your hands, your feet, the sky above and the trees that are hopefully close
by.  This acute health situation is what is happening right now.  It is a
situation you did not expect.  Breathe.  You did not create this situation.  It is
part of the cycle of life experience.  
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The last hospital episode with my spouse was stressful, yes.  His kidneys
and liver had failed, he had a stroke and it was di cult for doctors to
locate the problem to create a treatment plan.  I experienced what I
described above,   I knew that letting negative thoughts in could only
worsen what I perceived as a earth-shaking situation.
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I decided not to stay overnight in the hospital.  I thought about the airplane
oxygen instructions.  You know, put your oxygen mask on rst, then put
one on your child or someone who was having di culty.  I thought about
this and decided that at 6:30 or so, I would drive some 35 minutes home to
an empty house.

Instead of giving into negative thoughts of worry, what'if's, panic, I put
music on and began to clean the house, or I would do the laundry, or
change the sheets. I did only what would keep me in the happy zone.  

I was tempted to call loved ones and friends, but I knew I would be talking
about how bad things were.  I would be spreading the negative thoughts
that I had worked so hard to avoid.

The second week of hospital stay, my son and his family moved up to our
house.  It was summer, so the kids could play at the house with my
daughter-in-law, while my son stayed at the hospital. They were all a huge
help.  This family lives in the present moment.  I guess you could say they
could accept the situation and lighten our lives.  The wonderful evidence
of love.

One evening my spouse opened his eyes when I was leaving.  He said, I
love you.  Goodbye..  Goodbye, I love you.  And he looked deep into my
eyes.  I don't know what possessed me but I laughed at his drama.  To this
day, I am certain that is what turned us around.  I did not buy-in to his
situation.  I loved him and he loved me.  There was no need for body
drama.  Love cannot die.

Don't get me wrong, there were lots of days, weeks, months and years of
body challenges.  When I have used these challenges to remove so many
false premises in order to let out my true loving self, I am happy to accept
all that we have gone through.
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By the way, my husband recovered.  I am telling you his kidneys
recovered.  His liver recovered and well, we are grown-ups, okay elderly,
so we haven't gured out how to choose the positive over negative
enough to turn our bodies totally around.

What is most important is that I stay true to my best self.  I want to treat
myself well and not create illusionary situations that have the potential to
worsen what is presently.  

My spouse has a saying from childhood, "God sometimes squeezes us but
he never su ocates us!"  Well I've never warmed up to that saying. 
Instead I've created my own saying, "Change your thoughts and change
your situations"  Be strong, alert and allow love to ow in all things.
 Different words but same sentiment.
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This is the best.  Copy and paste it, print it and put it up on your wall.  It can
bring consciousness to you as you pass it in the hallway.  Or, you could use
it as your desktop wallpaper.  It has the power to remind you to choose
thoughts that serve you.

I can choose my thoughts.  The thing is, I am usually so unconscious as to
what my mind is conversing about at a constant pace that I am not usually
aware that I have a choice at all!  Thoughts seem to be my ego and I often
listen to that long-time friend.  It says I don’t have a choice at all!

But a choice I have.  I can be servants to my thoughts.  My thoughts tell
me that the economy is bad.  I read the news to nd out if this is true.  And,
of course, I nd lots of articles that will tell me that everyone better be
concerned.  And, so I worry and feel sick and scared, and irritated at
whoever comes into my midst.  It is no fun being a servant of my careless
thoughts.

I need to remind myself that my mind has an automatic function and if left
unattended will automatically dish out thoughts previously thought or read
about. . It’s the reason I can type these words so easily, without even being
aware of what letters I’m tapping on.   The mind can sort out and
remember data that comes to me  just like a computer. My ego has
developed within the mind and can dish up thoughts to its satisfaction, like
eating when I’m not hungry.  If I don’t organize that data the way I, my
happiest self, want it to serve me, if I just let the data run every which way,
my body will receive instructions.  Yes.  My body is  dependent on my mind
and my heart.

The question is, do I want to let the mind have free-wheeling power over
my existence?
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For me the answer is an emphatic, NO!  Well, not when it feeds me
emotions of fear, worry, irritation, hopelessness, that type of thing.  But I
like the automatic body directions, like walking and dancing and, yes,
typing!

Unless I am aware of my thoughts, they run me.  I keep hearing this, but I
keep ignoring this seemingly simple fact.   It is so easy to take orders from
the thoughts.  I often act on thoughts that I did not really choose, and then
regret it as if I had a choice.  But I did have a choice.  I could have chosen
to put thoughts into my mind that were pleasant and helpful for me to gain
my dreams!  I could have chosen to learn a new skill, take a new course,
listen to a new piece of music, sketch or paint, exercise, mediate, visit with
friends, take a walk, play a game with my family.  I did not have to let
outside random news stories take possession of my life and the health of
my body.

And I haven’t even talked about commercials!

I worry about the future of my job.  I worry about the amount of money I
will need to survive in the future.  I worry just about everything when I read
the news.  I was taught in school to be civic minded by reading current
events.  So even though the news has always been geared to what is
shockingly wrong, I dutifully read, if I don’t consciously stop myself.  Many
times I am  just curious to know what is going on in the world.  I guess I
believe I’m going to read some good news.  It never happens and I am
lling my mind with fear, concern, disgust, judgements about things I really

don’t even know about because I’m reading a 2nd hand account.   The fact
is, it is challenging to read the news and stay conscious, alert, enough to
sort through what I will allow myself to think about.
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Here comes the good stu .  It is possible to make my thoughts serve me. 
What is it that I want.  I want to reap the bene ts of my core nature, love
and happiness.  These sweet energies do not exist in worry and concern. 
Negative thoughts are like the worst party poopers!  These thoughts try to
cover up and make me forget that there is such a thing as love and
happiness.  These thoughts are determined to eliminate any enjoyment. 
Well enough about the negative thoughts.

The thing is, I have to rst be aware that they are running rapid in my mind
and making my life miserable.  Once I can do that, — ah! — I can choose a
few thoughts of my own.  I can clean-up the computer of my mind and
create a most magnificent day for myself and for everyone around me.

That is the choice we all have.  Whenever you feel miserable, you can look
to our thoughts.  What have you been thinking about?  If you have just
been reacting to a friend, to a news story, to a car who cut in front of you,
to the load of work you have to accomplish, chances are you are now
servants of those thoughts.  You don’t like being servants of negativity. 
The alternative, of course, is to change your upload of thoughts.

Dare to enjoy life by enjoying life!  Leave the news behind.  News isn’t
new.  It was cautioning us to be very a very afraid when I was a child and it
is no di erent now.  We will always have people telling us that the end is
near.  The question is, will we listen?

Will we train our mind to think thoughts that serve us and our pursuit of
happiness.  It will take courage and discipline and delight and fun, but I
think we are up to it.  This is possible because our core of love is strong
beyond estimation!
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No matter what  you perceive your situation to be, create thoughts that
will permit you to have a most satisfying and happy day!
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Can we really train our thought process?Can we really train our thought process?
Since writing Creating Thoughts That Serve You!, I have been more aware
of the thoughts that are going through my head.  At rst it was a little
shocking .  I consider myself to be one of the most positive people in the
world.  Yet here I was, thinking thoughts of how people don’t want to be
around me.  Pretty silly huh?
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Not really.  The untended mind’s thoughts are free to roam around to any
subject or replay any past experience  unless I reign them in.  I could think
of thoughts as horses.  Wild horses.  Brilliant and beautiful wild horses.

I can make friends with a horse and gently train her to serve me.  I can
eventually guide her toward an adventure along the mountain  narrow
paths of Yosemite.  In this way the horse serves me.  Similarly, thoughts
can be gently trained each day to serve.  Who knows where that might
lead to.  Who knows where my thoughts might take me?

Three Steps to guide this thought process?Three Steps to guide this thought process?

1. 

2. 

3. 

Journal with abandon! .

Share your creations with others

Look in the mirror with new perspective!!
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1. Journal with abandon!Journal with abandon!  Writing allows thoughts to ow from my
hands.  It is an amazing mystery.  A thought with no physicality
becomes physical as it appears on an empty screen or paper.  Even
more mysterious is how thoughts can turn into events.  An important
book, Artist’s Way,  by Julia Cameron, recommends writing three
pages a day.  It is suggested that these pages are written with free
abandon. In the three pages,  am not trying to impress anyone or
anything.  

As I write and let my thoughts trust me enough to ow, I build a
relationship with my mind.  And, something else happens.  I begin to
realize that there is another “someone” observing these thoughts.  I
begin to realize that there is a bigger me than the wild untamed me.  I
begin to see a me (the sane one) and a me that is my ego (the crazy
one, or I would like to say, the lesser of the sane ones).  Writing 3
pages a day is a wonderful exercise and almost a meditation in the
mystery always evolving within.

2. Share your creations with others. Example: Blog withShare your creations with others. Example: Blog with
consistency! consistency! It is so easy to give up writing, especially when you
think no one is paying attention.  Yet, blogging can be a personal
growth process.  When I write this blog, I can only imagine who will be
reading my thoughts.  You are reading, but I don’t know much about
you.  I can’t tailor my thoughts to what I perceive you want to hear.  I
do know you are human and so with a new sort of abandon. I o er you
my heart.  There is something else  I wish to communicate from my
best self, so I work a bit harder in writing to you and edit what I write.
 In this attempt, I am more aware of my thoughts and the progress I
am making in guiding them to serve me … and others.
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3. Look in the mirror with new perspective!  Look in the mirror with new perspective!  I pass a mirror so many
times a day without using it’s power.Thoughts that do not serve me,
easily appear:  Am I fat?  Do I look old?  Wish my legs weren’t so bowl-
legged!  I don’t look so bad.  Yeah, I look pretty good! These are the
wild thoughts that are freely roaming about, making me feel good or
bad about myself without my consent.  These are the thoughts that
may not serve me.  With a little bit of consciousness, I can use a mirror
to meet up with the sane one .  I can look right into my eyes and have
a moment of great humor, spark, joy, con dence.  I can also gently
guide my mind to understand that these are the types of thoughts I
prefer.  I can become aware of thoughts during the day and gently
guide my mind back to harmony within me!
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All of us have dreams.  They come with anticipation but can also come
with doubt and fear.  Fear can hold dreams from becoming reality
inde nitely. How you live with your dreams, makes or breaks a level of
happy creation. This article is written to explore ways to live with and within
the dream process.:
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1. Know that a dream already has the power to exist in your life!Know that a dream already has the power to exist in your life!
For instance, you may wish for a new car when your old car keeps
breaking down. This becomes your dream. It holds the reality of a new
car. The dream is as sure to become a reality in your life as an acorn
has the power to become an oak tree.  So, why are dreams sometimes
so elusive?  Can it be that we keep the dream from naturally
developing?  I think this is possible.  An acorn is pretty small compared
to an oak tree.  So is the dream of a new car, or at least your
perception of getting a new car.  I believe that dreams have every
component necessary to emerge into our reality unless we get in the
way by trying to control it through our egos.  As an ego gets involved,
(and it will always try), it introduces doubt, a need for control over this
thought process. An ego is capable of introducing separation from the
dream, even con ict.  An ego pretends to want this dream but insists it
can only be achieved through hard, unhappy work.  An ego can hold
the dream away from blossoming. An ego introduces pseudo-
happiness, the illusion of winning against great odds.  In its con ict,
this ego separates us from others as it suggests that we are alone. It
may suggest a need to right a wrong in order to make a dream come
true.  We can be unaware of the daily doses of news stories that feed
our egos..  We may read an article that states this is not a good time to
buy a car. If you believe this might be true, you will not ful ll this
dream to own a new, safer car. You may believe yourself to be wise in
choosing to put o  the purchase, but when the car breaks down
again, you feel a sense of hopelessness and anger at your plight.  The
ego gets in the way of connecting with your natural happy state.
 Letting go of control and feelings of intense achievement is the rst
challenge in living within dreams.
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2. Play with your dream.  Play with your dream.  Daily pretend the dream has alreadyDaily pretend the dream has already
come true. come true. Wouldn’t it be fun to have a new car?  This is a ne way to
play with your dream.  Summon up feelings by thinking about how
nice the new smell feels or about how much fun it would be to listen
to your music in new and fun ways.  You feel the power of the new
car’s gadgets and safety features. It feels so good!  Think about the
car with whimsy.  It becomes a fun dream to visit every day.   The
dream itself brings with it many happy days of anticipation. You feel so
much fun and satisfaction at the thought of the dream, you enjoy the
anticipation just as much as you enjoy the end product. You may
come up with ideas about visiting a couple of car dealers in person or
on-line and playing with colors, styles, and other features.  The playful
anticipation of the new dream is just as important as the dream itself.
 When you think about it, it’s really not the dream that is so impressive,
it’s the way we think about the dream that connects us to happy.  If
dreams give us unhappy feelings of lack, uncertainty, anxiety, etc.,
you can be sure we are very far away from the dream that is waiting to
show itself as a car.
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3. Stop talking about dreams as solutions to your problems. Stop talking about dreams as solutions to your problems. You
might hear a child whine, I really, really want this toy!  I really, really,
really NEED this toy!  We may have an inner child whining about what
we perceive as a dream or wish.  My car is so unsafe,  we complain to
our friends.  I really wish I had the money to buy a new car.   The
complaining about the car can turn into conversations about how
unlucky we are, or how we don’t understand why some people can
buy new cars every couple of years and we can’t even a ord another
used car  If not checked we can complain inde nitely about the car
dream.  We don’t realize that it is the complaining that holds dream
from ever coming true.  Use your conversations to support your
dream by talking about feelings that are already a daily reality
because of the car dream..

4. Let the dream grow naturally.  Let the dream grow naturally.  Give into and take for action ideas
about getting the car as they come with ease.  Appreciate that you are
not creating the dream all by yourself, but sharing it with people who
have already made your car. They have dreams of selling the car.
 Your dream and theirs will harmonize, making beautiful music of life!.
 The dream already has been created for you to enjoy.  Enjoy the way
the dream becomes more and more real for you each day.  Talk to
others about how much fun you are having as you explore the kind of
car that’s coming your way.  If you are smiling when you think or talk
about your new car, you are letting the dream grow naturally.  Your
feelings are the sunshine of the dream. There is nothing you need to
do except be present — happily!
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5. Be open to the development of your dream  Be open to the development of your dream  You may nd that
your initial picture of a car changes as you enjoy, explore and discover
new features that you previously did not know existed.  If these new
discoveries begin to give you nancial or other concerns, gently stop
and look for discoveries that give you a happier feeling. Here’s an
example in my life.  When it was time to purchase a new car, I thought
I wanted a convertible.  I chose one great-looking convertible and
dreamed about it on-line and called dealers.  I chose colors and felt
the wind blowing in my hair.  I loved that it had a hard top that
mechanically opened from inside the trunk.  The car itself looked so
good to me.  But I never was inclined to move toward purchasing the
car.  I received emails with special deals.  It did not inspire me to
purchase.  I kept feeling that I was too exposed in a convertible.  I am
not the kind of person who wants to create a spectacle for others.  But
I still wanted all the feelings that the convertible held for me.  I
eventually chose a car that had the great feelings held by the old
convertible car.  The car I nally chose, held all of these feelings and
so much more.  It was not only fully equipped, it had a sun-roof that
reached back to the 2nd row of seats.  It represented a convertible to
me but it was now my private convertible.  Its the feeling that can help
you appreciate the fact that dreams lead to a connection to our truest
nature of well-being.  If we nd we are anxious or stubbornly working
to get the dream, we are actually blocking the dream.
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6. Uplift your attitude away from a dreamless life.  Uplift your attitude away from a dreamless life.  All of us have
dreams.  Many of us try to ght the urge to believe in dreams and try
life with a more realistic approach:  no dreams, no disappointment.
 This attitude draws just that:  a dreamless life.  Nothing special.  Every
day like every day.  No celebration.  Getting along.  A living sleeper.  A
we never win, attitude.  If you can change and uplift this attitude
toward a “might happen or a wouldn’t this be fun if”  attitude, things
can brighten up immediately

7. Bravely walk toward and into your dream  Bravely walk toward and into your dream  When you want a
dream to come true, you have to be willing to change from your
current situation.  You need to leave behind thoughts of what was just
a moment ago.  This takes constant vigilance.  You have to stop and
leave behind thoughts like, I just want to get a new car, so I’m not
asking my brother to pick me up all the time.  Or, I’m sick of getting a
used car and having it break down! Or, Who do I think I am, having a
new car!  What will my family think about me?  Will they think I am
financially irresponsible?  These, and similar thoughts, can keep you in
a holding pattern.  When you can become aware of these self-
defeating thoughts and you can dismiss them, you can begin to
bravely walk towards and into your dreams with better ease.  You will
remember that dreams already have the power to exist.  We need
only find ways to receive the dream.
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8. Accept your dream knowing there is another dream just behindAccept your dream knowing there is another dream just behind
this one! this one! When you bring home the car, you may have a few days
and weeks to smell the new interior and enjoy the newness of the car.
 It’s so much fun!  You may be able to appreciate and enjoy it as a
symbol of how your dream developed into reality.  In this way, the
newness and satisfaction can remain for a long time.  In the meantime,
however, if you become more conscious of your life, you will notice
that another dream is showing itself.  This time you may have a dream
to get a new job, or meet new people, travel to a far away land, or add
an extension to your home.  As you become aware of the a ect
dreams have on your life, you will move away from negative thinking,
from doubt.  You will appreciate the role dreams play in helping you
grow in wisdom, love and peace.  This is a hint of things to come.

It is helpful for me to write and explore my understanding of dreams and
the state of on-going happy creation.  I hope these thoughts are helpful
for you like wise..

.
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Up to now, I was uncomfortable with people giving me advice!  I still have
that little toddler living within me, I want to do it myself! attitude.  I stopped
listening when I heard someone tell me what I should do.  Up to now, I
have not liked people assessing me.  It has made me feel uncomfortable
and I closed my ears to remarks from these people as quickly as I could to
protect myself.
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Of course, I am not particularly aware that I am judging others or, as I like
to say assess,ing, situations and people around me.  I was taught from a
young age to be discerning: to judge whether it is safe or when is it foolish
to proceed. Opinions on how I view better ways of doing things, roll o  my
tongue.  This ability to judge can be to my advantage.  It can also become
a roadblock to any happy, working relationship.

Families talk about other family members all the time.  They assess each
other’s well-being, or lack of it. They might not label these conversations
as judgmental, but judgments are made.  Many o er advice stemming
from their judgment.  They do this out of love, of course.  Unfortunately,
these good intentions can lead to hurt feelings, misunderstanding, and
moments of asking forgiveness. When people give you advice don’t you
notice that sometimes you can become defensive and hurt, without even
realizing it?  Do you ever feel like they have underestimated your abilities?
 Or, do you feel the friend you thought you had does not even know you?
 Advice-giving is a tricky thing.

Perhaps we cannot stop people from giving us advice, as they o er
judgement to the soundness or insanity of our actions. Yet if we are willing
to be less defensive when advice comes our way, we can bene t in ways
we could never benefit alone.  Perhaps deep down we know this.
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Those who judge us, do so in light of their own perceptions. This is
especially true when they are speci c to you.  The advice-givers are
unique, and that means di erent from who you are. It is helpful to
remember that they cannot see your reality from your eye level.  And here
lies the potential for con ict and misunderstanding.  When your family or
friends share their point of view, you may feel that you are asked to accept
the advice in its totality regardless of whether you agree.  You may
interpret these remarks to be a kind of intervention, an ultimatum. This is
where the defense conflict begins.

A well-meaning friend or family member makes a comment and you
respond by defending yourself. The advisor then becomes frustrated that
their comments are taken in such a negative light. The conversation
heightens as you quickly reject the intended gift. You see their frustration
and escalate their advice to a level of an insult.  As each continue to
exchange words, it becomes apparent that the subject needs to be
changed. The advise-giver is distressed as well as the recipient  So what
can you do to accept insights without conflict?  Oh, oh, here is my advice:

1. Can you accept that others share from their present personalCan you accept that others share from their present personal
situation?  situation?  A person usually reacts to your apparent cry for help,  by
watching your body, your body language, and so much more!  To
complicate matters, the one who is sharing advice may be speaking
after having had a stressful day themselves, and may be surprised by
your sudden cry out for help.  The advisor may be in the
supportive let’s x it mode and is giving the best shot at xing your
present problem.  And here lies additional challenges.
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2. 1. If you take the advice in its totality and follow it without question,
you are disconnecting from the one who knows the most about
how to make the x, and that is yourself!  Immediately, you will
feel the emotions of the disconnect. And it doesn’t feel good.

1. Disconnecting from self shows itself in uneasy feelings, like
despair, weakness, anger, fear, guilt, impatience, etc.

2. Acting out of negative feelings, usually brings you to your
imagined defensive knees of separation, and the conversation
goes to areas of conflict that were never intended.

3. If you can take a step back and pause when someone o ers
advice, you will realize

1. You complained of something in your life and sounded like
you could use some help.  You asked for help.

2. There may or may not be gold in the advice that is given.
 That is up to you to discern.

3. Whether advice was delivered loudly or softly, awkwardly or
with nesse, there may be value hidden within.  Statements
may sound like:

 You shouldn’t be thinking about spending money on big
projects now!, or
 Here’s something I learned about nancially planning for
future surprises.  If you like, I can share some articles with
you.

4. These comments are still from the advisor’s point of view.
 They are given to you from their hearts but it is always from
their perspective.
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3. Accept the assessment at face value.  Accept the assessment at face value.  Thank you, I will consider
your comments carefully.

1. Remember that when someone gives suggestions about how to
run your life situations, your ego translates what is said.  You may
be ghting the memories of years with parent’s rules and over-
protectiveness.  Your friend’s advice may be complicated by you
with feelings of parental defensiveness.  When this occurs you
cannot hear the attempt to share goodwill now in the present
moment.  You may be triggered to interrupt and fight back.

2. When you understand you are a complex human being with a
history, you will  stop, pause, breathe and appreciate the
opportunity of the present moment before reacting.

3. A remark that can provide a good atmosphere of interchange
could be:  I love that you care enough to say this.  You are a good
friend. 

4. If you nd yourself arguing, explaining why you don’t need to do
whatever is advised, you are in a parent/child-relationship
moment.  This realization may be embarrassing to you. It is what it
is.  Step back and reconnect with the beautiful positive person
you are.  Change your attitude to allow the your way of relating to
an adult-to-adult conversation.

5. You’ve heard it before, don’t take it so personally.  Try to sort
through advice like you would sort through a smorgasbord of
goodies.  Some are not to your liking; some are.  It is for your
pleasure to take whatever is helpful and let go of what is not, with
gratitude, with whimsy and delight.
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There are times when you may want to hide from others.  It is
uncomfortable to defend against what we perceive as attacks of
judgement.  We can easily become fearful of assessments that judge our
appearance, our actions, our achievements or lack of achievements.

If you continually hide, you may miss out on a robust view of life.  Opinions
from loved ones can be an opportunity to see beyond your view.  
Remember, you don’t have to take advice in its totality or at all.  But
listening through you heart can be an enlightening experience. What do
you think?  Is it better to hide out away from advice-givers or is it more
helpful to listen carefully and see what parts t and what parts of the
advise can be dismissed.

Accept the love that is intended for you when people share their opinions.
 You may be able to appreciate each time family or friends try to help.
 Enjoy open communication and allow your personal expansion.  Receiving
advice can be beneficial after all!
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A thought for today.  It can be a great day of exploration and sharing!  It is
up to us how we will perceive each challenge that comes our way.
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The Joy Of Moving On A DreamThe Joy Of Moving On A Dream
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Creating out of nothing is as close to the concept of God as anyone can
get!  Sure we need to support ourselves nancially.  But wake up!  Look at
your age and know if you are fortunate enough to be reading this blog in
the comfort of your home , beautiful sunshine or warm o ce, you have
been supported by something more than downtrodden, hard work!

When you are awake enough to let go of worry, doubt and what you think
others will think of you, life becomes a quiet satisfying experience.  Listen
to what I have to say.

Every day, I wake up and say, hello,  to the world I am in and anyone I am
lucky enough to be with.  I don’t always remain in that beautiful spirit, but I
always begin with the peace of a newborn day!  I very much try not to
think in terms of worry and concern, but rather anticipation and
confidence.  I definitely don’t read the news!

I don’t know how I will create on this day, and in the non-knowing, the
unknowing, I am cushioned in peace.  I do not know what words are going
to ll this page even now.  But I am open to the ideas that will come to me.
 I enjoy the ow of words that are coming to me. The words delight me as
much as they delight you.  It is a dance with my best self and your best
self.  It is pure joy.

This month I retired from a 29-year stint with a company I was passionate
about.  I treated it as my own company and urged employees to do the
same.  I still have a few twinges of wanting to hold on, but mostly I am
gracefully letting go.  And, in the letting go, I am creating — yes, creating —
a beautiful new company, called A Wise Solution.
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A Wise Solution  will have a presence on the internet in May, a week
away, In the last months, it has evolved into a writer and communication
consultant company.  I have divided my focus into three areas:  Business
Owners and Managers, Potential Business Owners, and Job Seekers.  The
evolution has been a delightful experience. There is an amazing about of
creativity going on to lay a strong foundation.  One-step-at-a-time has
been an important part of my peace. I have learned so much in such a
short time.

Here are five lessons I have learned

1. I have the potential to choose joy over despair!  It is up to me!I have the potential to choose joy over despair!  It is up to me!

2. All doors open to me! — when I allow myself to see them.All doors open to me! — when I allow myself to see them.

3. Confidence can always get through when doubt is silenced.Confidence can always get through when doubt is silenced.

4. Believing is essential to finding myselfBelieving is essential to finding myself

5. Love is who I amLove is who I am

I hope these lessons help you navigate through your day.  I used to tell my
sta  to expect presents throughout the workday.  The presents were not
coming from me, but from the life experiences of the day.  They were
hidden.  Their job was to discover the hidden presents that would
be present when talking to co-workers and patients.  I would sometimes
stop a sta  member at the end of the day and ask if they found their
presents!  Pretty silly boss, I suppose, but it was amazing the events they
recounted.  It made for happy days of employment.  We choose how
imprisoned in worry, con ict and sadness we would be each day.  We can
choose how free we can be also.  It really is how we look at things.  Great
luck finding the brighter side of your life!
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